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Kyrgyzstan World Nomad Games Sept. 10, 2014  

Chicago Noble Horse Theatre Fire
February 2015 (Arson)



 Recognize The Need (Fire occurs and the origin of the fire needs to be determined)

 Define The Problem (Where did the fire originate?)

 Collect Data (Facts and indicators)

 Analyze Data (Inductive reasoning)

 Develop an Hypothesis (Origin opinion)

 Test Hypothesis (Where the fire did or did not originate)

 Select Final Hypothesis (Final Fire Origin Opinion)

 Repeat for the cause



 Keep it simple.  You are there to simply attempt to determine the origin and cause of a 
fire.  You are NOT there to determine if or if not payment for loss is to be made. You are 
NOT there to look for an arson fire.  You are NOT there to seek a responsible party to pay 
for the loss, but you ARE there to find out what caused the fire. 

 Nature of Fire Investigations. A fire or explosion investigation is a complex endeavor 
involving skill, technology, knowledge, and science. The compilation of factual data, as 
well as an analysis of those facts, should be accomplished objectively, truthfully, and 
without expectation bias, preconception, or prejudice. The basic methodology of the fire 
investigation should rely on the use of a systematic approach and attention to all relevant 
details. The use of a systematic approach often will uncover new factual data for analysis, 
which may require previous conclusions to be reevaluated. With few exceptions, the 
proper methodology for a fire or explosion investigation is to first determine and 
establish the origin(s), then investigate the cause: circumstances, conditions, or 
agencies that brought the ignition source, fuel, and oxidant together. 

 NFPA 921 Chapter 4 Basic Methodology 



 The history of the automobile begins in 1769, when Frenchman Nicolas Cugnot
developed a large three-wheeled artillery tractor to tow a cannon that moved about as 
fast as a person could walk.

 In 1806, the first horseless-wagons powered by an internal combustion engine running 
on fuel gas appeared, which led to the introduction of the first automobile patent in 
1886 by Cael Benz for the Benz Motorwagen, Model 1.

 Cars powered by steam and electric power briefly appeared at the turn of the 20th 
century but largely disappeared from use until the turn of the 21st century due to 
concerns over the depletion of fossil fuels.



AUDI e-tron

Evolution



 Lighter Plastics and Polymer Composites replace steel and other more durable metals

Latent fire patterns are 
now being reduced to the 
those remaining on steel 
or other metal items. 



 Ultem® polyetherimide (PEI) resin is now replacing aluminum under 
the hood for items such as the throttle body.  The 1953 Corvette saw 
the first real word use of plastic body panels.

Application Material Processing Method
Load-Bearing
- bumper beams

Glass-fiber reinforced
          polyester resins

Pressing of resin
compounds

Moldings/covers
- front apron
- spoiler
- wheel-well liners
- radiator grill
- hood
- fenders
- trunk

Polyurathane
Polypropylene
Polyethlene
Acrylonitrile-butadiene-
          styrene (ABS)
Polycarbonate

Injection Molding

Protective
Moldings

Polyvinyl chloride
Ethylene-Propylene
Terpolymers

Injection Molding/
Extrusion

Energy
Absorbing Foam

Polyurethane Liquid Reaction
Foaming



Hybrids - Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV), Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) are   Gas/Diesel Electric 
Vehicle, or Combination Fuel Cell – Gas/Diesel-Electric

Fully Electric - relies on battery storage and includes solar 

Fuel Cell Vehicle (FCV) – Most often Hydrogen 

Ethanol, Steam, Bio-fuel, Synthetic Fuel, or Solar

Nuclear (Genie in the bottle) - Thorium is currently being explored as a less toxic and more 
plentiful element than uranium for use in nuclear reactors and it has the potential to be used in the 
future to power vehicles.  Laser Power Systems of Connecticut is currently working on a nuclear car 
that will have a 100-year Thorium fuel cell. 



 Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio Anastasio Volta is credited as the inventor of the 
electric  battery known as a voltaic pile in 1799-1800.  Volta is also the discoverer of 
methane.

 The first model electric vehicle is attributed to Ányos Jedlik, a Hungarian who 
invented an early type of electric motor and created a small model car powered by 
his new motor in 1826. 

 In 1837, Scottish Chemist Robert Davidson built the first known electric locomotive 
that was powered by galvanic cell batteries. 

 In July 1971, an electric car received the unique distinction of becoming the first 
manned vehicle to drive on the Moon.  Known as the Apollo 15 Lunar Rover, 
nicknamed the Moon Buggy, it was developed by Boeing and GM subsidiary Delco 
Electronics and featured a DC drive motor in each wheel, and a pair of 36-volt silver-
zinc potassium hydroxide non-rechargeable batteries.



Panasonic Corporation has partnered with Toyota to 
manufacture these batteries for the Prius and other models

Lithium ion applications are utilizing prismatic cells  
which are found in ridged cases or pouch cell (soft 
pack) designs.

Prismatic Cell Battery Packs



Older technology used in “large stationary” lead-
acid batteries, and later in larger lithium batteries. 
There is some interest by KIA and Hyundai in 
developing this technology into real world 
application as battery size is reduced.

Although used at this time in golf carts, the bipolar 
battery is too large and heavy for practical EV 
application





Common Lithium-Ion cell

Each individual (jelly roll) 
battery cell is stacked or packed 
into multi-cell battery packs.

Most Common Type

Identical battery design or type as those use in hoverboard battery packs and rechargeable tools

Sony introduced the first lithium-ion battery in 1991

The soft-drink "7Up" contained Lithium Citrate until 1950 

Lithium is the 31st most abundant element in the Earth’s crust with an abundance of 20 ppm.



 Lithium-ion cells hold about twice the energy of a nickel-based battery (Ni·Cad) and four 
times that of lead acid. Lithium-ion is a low maintenance system, an advantage that most 
other chemistries cannot claim. There is no memory and the battery does not require 
scheduled cycling to prolong its life. 

 Disposal causes minimal environmental harm.

 Cathode (positive + electrode / often Li metal oxide) and Anode (negative - electrode often 
carbon).

 A rolled foil (RA-type) made from wrought copper is generally used for high-energy, high-
power applications. 

 Aluminum foils are used as the cathode current collector of secondary  (low energy) 
batteries. 

 Currently, most anodes are comprised of  natural or manmade graphite mixture.

 Lithium-ion, the anode is well optimized, and design changes will yield little to no significant 
improvements in performance. On the other hand, the cathode material is wide open to 
enhancements, and explains why today’s battery research is so heavily focused on 
new cathode exploration, research, and development.
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Charge

Positive +Negative -



21700 cell

186500 cell

Cell designation 21700  /   21= cell diameter, 70 = cell length, 0 = cylindrical

Leading manufacturers of EV L-ion battery cells are Panasonic/Sanyo, Samsung, 
and LG Chem 

21
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 https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-lithium-polymer-batteries-are-made/all

 Great site showing battery manufacture in China 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-lithium-polymer-batteries-are-made/all








IS NOW THIS, SMALLER,  AND MORE COMPACT  WITH 
MORE POWER

About the size of a suitcase 
95 kWh battery pack

Putting a bigger animal into a smaller cage

Starting Price $74,800



Starting price is $78,000. 
Loaded $86,700

Postponed until late 2019 or 
early 2020 due to air bag 
program issues.



 2019 Audi e-tron® (2016 prototype) is engineered to charge with 150 kW DC high-
speed public stations (30,000 existing) using the SAE Combined Charging System 
(CCS) and a 95 kWh battery. High-speed public chargers will provide an approximate 
80% charge in about 30 minutes. E-tron buyers gain access to the nationwide 
charging network, “Electrify America” and can use up to 1,000 kWh of charge over four 
years.  Audi says by 2019, this network will include five-hundred 350kW chargers 
throughout 40 states.

 The high-energy battery pack has a sandwiched layer of lithium-ion power cells. Each 
60Ah battery cell comes in a flexible aluminum-polymer envelope (aka Li-Po 
battery) about the size of a bag of coffee (aka pouch battery or pouch battery pack). 
This battery technology was implemented in the 1990’s with cell phones. The small 
scale pouch system has now evolved into a upscaled larger version (go big or go home 
with more bang for the buck)

 The lithium-ion-polymer battery pack is located mid-frame and is liquid cooled. 

Charging station statistics provided by the Department of Energy. See 
https://www.afdc.energy.gov/stations/#/find/nearest?fuel=ELEC&ev_connectors=NEM
A1450&ev_connectors=NEMA515&ev_connectors=NEMA520&ev_connectors=J1772&ev_
connectors=J1772COMBO for details.



Weighs about 700 kg  (1,543.2 lbs.) 

Clad in aluminum, the battery 
case contains 36 pouch-type cells



FRONT

REAR



83,500

Company was founded on July 1, 2003

Prices from $50,200 (Model 3)  to $109,000 (Roadster)



Cylindrical steel case

Average 85 kWh battery pack contains 7,104 
lithium-ion battery cells in 16 modules and weighs 
about 1,200 lbs.



Prius Battery Pack

207 V lithium-ion prismatic or a 202 V nickel-metal hydride



Nissan Leaf 
338 volts, 48 large prismatic lithium cells 



Chevy Volt 
3 Prismatic pouches per cell  

16.0 kWh lithium-ion (2011-2012)

16.5 kWh lithium-ion (2013-2014)

17.1 kWh lithium-ion (2015)

18.4 kWh lithium-ion (2016-present)



Ford Focus EV

23 or 33.5 kWh lithium ion prismatic battery pack 
with a liquid-based thermal management system.



 Electric vehicles primarily use 2 types of motors;  AC Induction or Permanent Magnet

 1. AC Induction Motor,  cheap to manufacture and maintain but suffer from lower efficiency as 
well as power density compared to their Permanent Magnet counterparts. The induction motor is 
larger and heavier than the other motor types. AC motors are commonly a three-phase AC motor 
running at 240 volts AC with a 300 volt DC battery pack (required an inverter DC-AC)

 The regen (re-generation) feature on the AC motor allows power generation when the car is 
slowing or braking (momentum keeps the motor turning). 

 2008 Tesla Model S & Model X use an Induction motor



 On AC Indication motor operation, Direct Current (DC) electricity is fed into a 
DC/AC inverter where it is converted to alternating current (AC) electricity and 
this AC electricity is connected to a 3-phase AC motor



Permanent Magnet Motors (commonly 96 to 192 volts DC)
Highly efficient but very expensive and also suffer from problems such as demagnetization of the 
magnets if the temperature exceeds the curie point, and these motors require magnets made of 
rare earth metals such as Neodymium (Nd) of which 5 kilograms is used in each motor

China is the leading producer of Neodymium  (Neodymium  oxide $56-110 / Kilogram / $28-55 / 
pound, still have to be refined into Magnets)

Most common motor for EV’s. Tesla and Hyundai are now using 3-phase AC induction motors.





 Front mount

 Rear Mount

 Front tire mount (front wheel drive)

 Rear tire mount (rear wheel drive)

 Front and or rear hub-mount (4-wheel drive or all wheel-drive) 



Regen charger



 Power electronics is one of the most complex / complicated and costly components in the 
electrified powertrain: a pulse-controlled inverter transforms / converts the stored (Lithium) 
battery’s DC voltage to AC voltage to power the AC electric drive motor (which rotates the 
transmission shaft).

 The pulse-controlled inverter has to process up to 40 kW of power at 264 volts – as if it had 
to continuously switch on and off as well as dim 650 light bulbs of 60 W each, in cycles of 
hundredths of a second (all at the same time).

 Its core is a module consisting of several interconnected semiconductor elements – the 
IGBTs (insulated gate bipolar transistors).

 Most are now slightly bigger than a postcard

 Making the power cycle





From self adjusting headlights to 
accident avoidance radar the simple 

wiring system has gone high-tech

On Board Diagnostic (OBD) computers and  Bluetooth / Wi-Fi linking 



Accident avoidance (Anti-collision Radar) 
Adaptive headlights 

 Infrared Night Vision Heads-Up-Display (Honda) 
Auto-pilot, Self-Driving 

Onboard computers, Wi-Fi, Satellite Linking, Bluetooth, 
Integration With Smartphones

Heads-up-display  
 Self-Healing Paint and Color Changing Paint 

Onboard Computers 
 Satellite, Wireless, and Internet Linking 



 ( #1) Insult or injury to the battery pack is most commonly caused from road debris 
or accidents/auto crashes) so remember the location, location, and location of the 
battery pack.

 Overheating of the battery pack or cell group (coolant levels, leaks, system 
damage, thermal runaway, and system service history)

 Improper charging by homemade chargers or wrong chargers

 Faulty battery cell or cells (from the battery factory/quality and quality groups 1-2-
3 of batteries) and daisy chain connections

 In 2017, there were over 16,000 electric vehicles registered in Florida and more 
than 321,000 electric/gas hybrids (Florida State Fire Marshal).

 Vehicle damage can be intensified by improper fire extinguishing techniques 
(poking holes in the battery pack to get to the seat of the fire; yes, this did happen!) 



 Many EV manufacturers protect or harden the battery pack with an outer casing of 
aluminum. Tesla installs a quarter-inch thick plate of hardened aluminum to encase the 
battery pack. However, this does not protect the battery pack from thermal runaway. 

 Lithium battery thermal runaway follows a mechanism of internal battery cell chain 
reactions, during which the decomposition reaction of the battery cell component 
materials occurs one after another. Eventually cascading into a full battery pack 
conflagration.  Daisy Chain 

 There are trade-offs for the high energy density. Manufacturing methods have become 
more critical as the battery cells become more dense. With a separator thickness of 
only 20-25 micrometers (a strand of human hair is about 50 micrometers), any 
contamination of metallic dust particles or deformities to the cell plating or outer cell 
housing can have devastating consequences. The separator is said to be the most 
expensive part of a battery.

 UL 1642 Standard for Lithium Batteries

https://standardscatalog.ul.com/standards/en/standard_1642_5



 Lithium is the lightest of all metals, has the greatest electrochemical potential and provides 
the largest specific energy per weight. Rechargeable batteries with lithium metal on the 
anode (negative electrodes) provide extraordinarily high energy densities, however, 
recharge and discharge cycling can produce unwanted dendrite growth on the anode that 
could elongate and eventually touch or penetrate the separator, causing an internal increase 
in resistance and an eventually an electrical dead-fault short between anode and cathode. 
The battery  cell temperature rises with the rise or increase in electrical resistance. Too 
much internal battery temperature leads to the melting of lithium, off-gassing, increased 
internal cell pressure, leading to a uncontrolled cascading  thermal runaway, also known as 
“venting with flame.”



Thermal runaway with cobalt cathode 302 Fº

Thermal runaway with manganese cathode 482 Fº

Thermal runaway with phosphate cathode 518 Fº

Thermal runaway with NMC (nickel-manganese-
cobalt) cathode 410 Fº

Breaking the carbon bonds to release / liberate hydrogen 

The chemical chain-reaction of the fire tetrahedron breaks chemical bonds 

Existing outside air



Resistance (It’s got to go somewhere!) 



Charging Stations (One Size Does Not Fit All)
The 3 common types of chargers are the Level 1, Level 2, and 
Level 3 Charger.

A Level 1 charger usually comes with the vehicle and are 
120VAC input (fits a standard NEMA 5-15 Receptacle). 8-15 
hours of charging time. (1kW)

Level 2 chargers are often aftermarket home-chargers, and 
are 240VAC / 30AMPS 7.2kW known as a Level 1 type. Level 2 
chargers take about 4-hours to fully charge a 30 kWh battery.
(3-20 kW) 

A Level 3 charger is commonly called the DCFC or DC Fast 
Charge. These charging stations are the quickest means to 
recharge a vehicle. 20 min to 1 hour to fully charge the 
battery. (20-50 kW) Charging at a DCFC station is only 
effective if your battery state-of-charge (SOC) is below 
80%. After that point, charging will slow down 
significantly.

Public charging stations are all preferably the quick 
charger  Level 3 or the slower Level 2





The most common (and preferred) connector for a home charger to the 
vehicle is the SAE J1772. 

It is the connector used to charge the most popular EVs, such as the Kia Soul 
EV, Nissan LEAF, Ford Focus EV, and many more. It is also the charger used 
by most Level 2 public charging stations.



 Tesla proactively issues voluntarily recall for some Mobile Connector Adapters 
after 2 minor incidents in which the adaptors overheated.

The Mobile Connector is included as 
standard equipment with a new Tesla. It’s a 
compact bundle that can charge your car 
from different outlets at medium to low 
speeds. We recommend installing a Wall 
Connector at home and leaving the Tesla 
Mobile Connector in the trunk of the car as 
a backup option while traveling.



 BMW issued a recall for the charge cords of virtually all the 2018 and 
2019 plug-in vehicles it has built for sale in the According to the 
information revealed by the NHTSA, the most recent BMW recall is 
due to the possible failure of the capacitors within the TurboCord
Portable Chargers which could result in a shock hazard or a fire. 
BMW of North America, LLC (BMW) is recalling certain 2018 BMW 
330e iPerformance, i3 Rex, i3 Sport Rex, X5 xDrive40e, i3 BEV, i3 Sport 
BEV and MINI Cooper Countryman SE All4 PHEV vehicles, 2019 i8 
and i8 Roadster vehicles and 2018-2019 530e iPerformance, 530e 
xDrive iPerformance and 740Le xDrive iPerformance vehicles.



BMW 
TURBOCORD 

RECALLED 



Ford recalls 50,000 charging cables delivered with its electric vehicles 
due to fire risk

 “Select 2012-15 Ford Focus Electric, 2013-15 Ford Fusion Energi and 2013-15 Ford C-MAX 
Energi vehicles for 120-volt convenience charge cords Ford is issuing a recall for approximately 

50,000 120-volt convenience charge cords originally provided with select 2012-15 Ford Focus 
Electric, 2013-15 Ford Fusion Energi and 2013-15 Ford C-MAX Energi vehicles.

 Affected vehicles include:

 2012-15 Ford Focus Electric vehicles built at Michigan Assembly Plant, Sept. 15, 2011 through 
March 14, 2015

 2013-15 Ford Fusion Energi vehicles built at Hermosillo Assembly Plant, Sept. 4, 2012 through 
March 5, 2015

 2013-15 Ford C-MAX Energi vehicles built at Michigan Assembly Plant, April 13, 2012 through 
March 14, 2015

The problem:   If a charging cord is plugged into a wall outlet that is not 
on a dedicated circuit, or is damaged, worn, or corroded, the wall outlet 
may overheat and cause a fire.

NHTSA Campaign Number: 18V592



What's left after the fire (often not much) 



This event brought EV battery fire safety into the spotlight



Wickford, Essex, England, July 2017 (undetermined electrical fault) 

Smart EV (subsidiary of Mercedes) are available in the US 
The EV IS an all-electric city car engineered by Mercedes-Benz

Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC



TESLA (Kent, NY)
Car hit rod debris and caught 
fire with the FD poking holes 
in the battery pack to get the 
rest of the fire out

Why Tesla seems to make headlines for fires is that it is at this time the most popular EV on the road 





May 10, 2018

Ft. Lauderdale

2 teenagers were 
killed and 1 
seriously injured 
after a high-speed 
crash.



What do these 
patterns indicate?

Front Tire???

Headlight????





Use schematics 
to assist with 

your 
investigation 



Tesla Model X rammed headfirst into an unshielded highway median while 
traveling south on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, California. Two other 

vehicles subsequently rear-ended the SUV, which caught fire after the driver, who 
later died from his injuries, was pulled from the wreckage.



Location, location, location (note the front battery cell position) 









 Cell Phones and Cell Phone Charger Cables 

 E-cigarette and E-cigarette Chargers

 Hobby Battery Chargers (Li-Po) 

Sometimes it’s what you bring to the party that starts the fire





There are 3 common battery thermal/heat management methods used 
today:

1. Convection to air either passively or forced (fan or air-cooled).
2. Cooling by flooding the battery with a dielectric oil which is then pumped out to a heat exchanger system.
3. Cooling by circulation of water based coolant (water and Ethylene or Propylene Glycol/basic antifreeze) 
through cooling passages within the battery structure.





 What is missing from the EV fire?   Gasoline and Diesel Fuel. 

 Samples taken from and EV fires should not have any traces of Gasoline or Diesel 
Fuels (unless). 

 Fluids that are present in EV’s are Glycol, Alcohol, Brake Fluid, Automatic 
Transmission Fluid, Wheel Bearing and Chassis Grease, Mineral Oils, and Gear Oils 
(and what they were transporting).

 Fluids in the EV battery: Electrolyte (Organic Solvents such as Linear Carbonates, 
Lithium Salt Electrolytes such as LiPF6, and Proprietary Additives (this is where 
your chemist at the lab can sift-out  and break-down the electrolyte) 

 Linear carbonates, such as dimethyl carbonate (DMC), ethyl methyl carbonate 
(EMC), or diethyl carbonate (DEC), are required to keep the electrolyte viscosity 
low and the electrolyte conductivity high. Unfortunately, they are highly volatile 
and flammable and show flash points (FP’s) around room temperature 
(between 16° and 33°C / 60° and 91°F).  Most often burn-away early



2018 Toyota Mirai, currently only available in 
Japan, but coming soon to a vehicle fire near you) 



The proprietary (Laser Power Systems) high-intensity MaxFelaser laser beam 
turns water into pressurized steam, spinning a turbine and generating 
electricity. The system can produce a total of 250 kilowatts (equivalent 335 
horsepower), weighs about 500 pounds, and can fit under the hood of a car. 



Tesla Semi
Prototype unveiled in 2017

Expected on the market by 2020

500-mile daily range (how big do you think that 
battery is?)

400 miles (640 km) after an 80% charge in 30 
minutes using a solar-powered "Tesla 
Megacharger" charging station.

0–60 mph (0–97 km/h) time of 5 seconds 
unloaded and in 20 seconds fully loaded.

Warranty for a million miles (1.6 million km) 

Enhanced autopilot as standard equipment, 
eventually allowing several units to operate in an 
autopilot-based convoy

Battery packs located under the floor of the cab, 
between the back and front wheels





Tesla has been quiet on the battery for the Semi.

The Tesla Semi uses about 2 kWh to travel a 
mile, then a 500-mile range means 1,000 kWh of 
power. 

The Tesla claim of a quick charge of 30-minutes 
to get 400 miles is impractical for a single larger 
battery.  The charger would have to be 1.6 
megawatts to achieve the 800kWh of promised 
charge in only 30 minutes. Charging at that rate 
is not possible because the result would be 
arching inside the pack and a catastrophic 
battery failure – fire.

The eight-port charging hub shown on the Semi 
at its unveil, indicates there are four battery 
packs.

Four of the ports are positive sides and the 
other four are grounds

Even if the semi has 4-batteries, the charger is 
going to be massive. 



 https://www.tesla.com/

 https://www.chevrolet.com/electric/bolt-ev-electric-car/build-and-
price/features/trims/?styleOne=399469

 https://www.chevrolet.com/electric

 https://www.bmwusa.com/all-bmws.html

 https://www.audiusa.com/models/audi-e-
tron?gclid=Cj0KCQjwi8fdBRCVARIsAEkDvnI_ixRAZf4cWJyC8uaklEiE6sJRxlzv299C
SwkKMBub2S3bMSax_ysaAkdkEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds#&ds_kid=[*TrackerID*]
&CSREF=SEM%7C%25ebuy!%7C%25esid!%7C%25epid!%7C%25eaid!%7C%25
ecid!

 https://www.core77.com/posts/74535/Understanding-Why-Electric-Car-Fires-
Pose-a-Unique-Hazard

 NFPA FIELD GUIDE FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE EMERGENCIES (EXTRICATION)

 http://www.ncdoi.com/OSFM/RPD/PT/Documents/Coursework/EV_SafetyT
raining/EV%20EFG%20Classroom%20Edition.pdf

https://www.tesla.com/
https://www.chevrolet.com/electric/bolt-ev-electric-car/build-and-price/features/trims/?styleOne=399469
https://www.chevrolet.com/electric
https://www.bmwusa.com/all-bmws.html
https://www.audiusa.com/models/audi-e-tron?gclid=Cj0KCQjwi8fdBRCVARIsAEkDvnI_ixRAZf4cWJyC8uaklEiE6sJRxlzv299CSwkKMBub2S3bMSax_ysaAkdkEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds#&ds_kid=%5B*TrackerID*%5D&CSREF=SEM%7C%25ebuy!%7C%25esid!%7C%25epid!%7C%25eaid!%7C%25ecid
https://www.core77.com/posts/74535/Understanding-Why-Electric-Car-Fires-Pose-a-Unique-Hazard
http://www.ncdoi.com/OSFM/RPD/PT/Documents/Coursework/EV_SafetyTraining/EV%20EFG%20Classroom%20Edition.pdf
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